FROM THE WATCHMAN'S CORNER!

SOME ASPECTS OF PRESENT TREASON YOU NEED TO KNOW! U.S.

Government refuses to acknowledge Gulf War dead!

The following information was taken from the February 2002 CRIMINAL POLITICS MAGAZINE, published by Lawrence Patterson, of the PATTERSON Strategic Organization, P.O. Box 37812, Cincinnati, Ohio 45222, and used with his approval. It is of vital importance to

White Christian Americans in particular, since you are the target of enemy attacks.

An incredible development is the refusal of our government to acknowledge that the dead from that first phony war, was claimed by the government to be 150, while the Gulf War Veteran’s Association have produced evidence proving there were over 40,000 dead and that Gulf Vets are now dying off at the rate of 6,000 per year, from the effects of that war, which has now infected thousands of their dependents.

In the meantime, veteran's benefits and compensations for income loss and disability have been flatly denied to over 100,000 men and women who served in that war and who are now suffering from it's effects, along with their families.

Perhaps the greatest cruelty is that doctors have been ordered by our government to determine that there were no war related illnesses, although ample evidence is available to prove the fact that chemical and biological attacks, and destroyed enemy ammunition dumps, dispersed these deadly agents over hundreds of miles.

Doctors have been telling infected Gulf War vets, that the symptoms that have been killing and disabling them are merely a "problem in their minds."

The only thing now holding up another deployment of American service personnel to this area, is the production of more "smart bombs", that were depleted in our aerial attacks on Afghanistan. This and the Saudi Arabian refusal to give us bombing bases on their territory as they did during the first war.

Many men were disabled by being forced to take poisonous vaccines that had never been tested by Health authorities. (I experienced this in 1943 at Fort Polk, Louisiana, where over 10,000 soldiers were infected with hepatitis, at one time by bad vaccines).
It should not come as a surprise to see servicemen and women in the National Guard, and Reservists, resist and refuse to be sent to the Arabian desert.

It is interesting to note that over 100 officers and enlisted men in the Israeli Army have refused to take part in their country's unjust attacks on Palestinian Arabs. No doubt they will be severely disciplined.

If you wish to protect our servicemen and women against another unjust war, it would be well to let your Congress and conservative publications know how you feel and that the American people will hopefully demand that our elected officials live up to their "oath of office".

The protection of those who defend our country is the only "moral, ethical, and Christian thing to do." To do less is an insult to being an American. To remain silent in the face of this grave injustice is to "become part of the problem."

President Bush has asked Americans to show their pride and patriotism, but how can our people be honestly patriotic when the men and women who protect us are dishonored by their own government? True patriotism goes much deeper than merely flying the American flag. I wonder how many Americans who are now "starry eyed with patriotism", will care enough to do something about this disgrace? For "What you do shouts so loud we can't hear what you say!"

Two unrelated, highly respected research groups, one in California, and the other in Ontario, Canada have independently come to the conclusion that our government, under the leadership of George Bush, Sr., cooperated with Saddam Hussein and used secret germ weapons to kill our own military.

Some of you know about the mysterious disappearance of the STARS and STRIPES military newspaper. I believe with many others, this was because they proved that our government had advanced warning of the 9-11 attacks, and did little to stop them. The follow up campaign from Afghanistan, if allowed to carry over to another attack against Iraq, will result in the deaths of thousands of more military personnel, without doing anything for the protection of America. As usual we will come, out on the "dirty end of the stick."

I have been much disturbed by the actions of George Bush, Jr., although we should have expected it with his 32° Mason affiliation and both he and his father being ardent New World Order adherents. The thing which amazes me is how he has played his "born again" admission to seduce millions of Christians into believing he and his Administration can do no wrong, when any intelligent person should know you can't be a 32° Mason,"
and a "born again" Christian at the same time, as his loyalty MUST be first to the LODGE, and Christ said: "A man cannot serve two masters."

Both George Sr, and Junior, are members of a Satanic cult which teaches its members to become their own god's, using (Genesis 3:22) for their authority. They follow the teachings of the German Jew philosopher Ludwig Feurbach, who over 150 years ago stated: "Man will finally be truly free, when he realizes there is no god of man, but man himself." This idea took root in the diseased brain of a young Jewish radical named Karl Mordecai Marx, and became the foundation for his Communist Manifesto.

In June 1981, the Israeli's made an aerial raid on Iraq's nuclear plant, totally destroying it. This eliminated for years to come any attempts by Iraq to become a nuclear power. This raid was a first strike against Iraq which the Israeli considered a threat to the Palestinian mini-state, and was carried out without any consultation with their American benefactor and ally.

This raid was followed almost immediately by a State visit by President George Bush, Sr, to Iraq, where Bush recruited Saddam Hussein as a partner in the C.I.A.-Secret Societies program. From this point on Hussein followed orders from the C.I.A.

In 1982, under President Ronald Regan, Iraq was suddenly removed from our State Departments list of terrorist countries, and the Commodity Credit Corporation opened a line of credit with Hussein's regime. Shipments were sent to Iraq of wheat, rice, other foods and medicine. Then without notice, these shipments were suspended and the credit was used to purchase high-tech military armaments. While President Regan objected vehemently, he was met with an assassination attempt outside the Hilton Hotel in 1983.

Documented evidence proved that John Hinckley's bullet did not hit Regan, and that he was shot by a C.I.A. agent who in the confusion caused by Hinckley's shot, shoved the President to the floor of his limousine and shot him at close range using a miniature, silenced pistol that fired a tiny bullet called a flachette. This left such a tiny hole in the President's body there was almost no bleeding. (While weak in power, it had the ability to kill if it hit a vital organ). Regan was saved by a miracle.

In late 1983, using Henry Kissinger's contact with an Italian bank, BANCA NAZION alectel LAVORO, a guaranteed credit line was set up for Hussein's regime in the amount of $2 billion.
and suddenly, without their consent, U.S. taxpayers were giving guaranteed loans to a terrorist nation who had threatened the Israeli's with a nuclear attack.

Next, the Atlanta branch of the Italian bank, secretly allowed Iraq to exceed this loan by $900,000. These loans were used to procure nuclear, biological and chemical materials from the U.S. and Great Britain.

In March 1984, Hussein suddenly received orders from the C.I.A. to attack Iran and start a war. In this war they tested their nerve and mustard gas against the Iranians. The overriding goal of the U.S. conspirators was to wipe out and commit Genocide against the Arab population of the Middle East. Their purpose was to restore a more equal population balance between the Arabs, who often had eight to ten children, and the Israelis whose women preferred birth control and abortion. With a child bearing basis close to 8-1, the U.S. government cooperated with their Zionist masters in Tel Aviv and New York City, and set up "killing fields" for Arabs. Yes, Virginia, there was a conspiracy between the evil men of world Zionism and their equally evil cohorts in America. They were successful, because with 50-milAgon "born again" Christians in America, the majority insisted on backing the anti-Christ's of Judaism as God's Chosen who can do no wrong.

The 8/1/92 VILLAGE VOICE detailed how Bush, Sr. armed Hussein, and how these weapons were used against the American service personnel in the Gulf War, turning over 100,000 of them into "human vegetables".

Over the next five years, 1986-1991, this same Italian bank increased U.S.taxpayer spending in Iraq to an amazing $5.5 billion. There was no way this could be accomplished without the knowledge of many in our Congress. It has been well documented that the U.S. used its helicopters to help Hussein lower the Arab population in both Iraq and Iran.

Iraq became quite adapt at the use of chemical and biological agents during the Iranian war, and was known to have used them against their own people who disapproved of Hussein's heavy handed policies. Iraq later loaded scud missiles with these horrible agents, which caused many casualties among our American military personnel. (Mostly a long range effect that is still crippling thousands of them)

On January 25, 1989, Sen. John McCain (R-Az) charged that the U.S. had sent Iraq, secret biological agents, ten times more destructive than Anthrax, and shortly thereafter C.I.A. Director William Webster admitted to a Senate Committee that Iraq had produced several thousands tons of chemical and bacteriological agents.
During this period up to 1989 Henry Kissinger and his associates were making a business of organizing contracts between Hussein and American business interests and getting wealth off fees charged for their services.

Kissinger's agent to Iraq, along with Kissinger himself, made huge profits from these illegal and immoral deals. Their success was facilitated by the badly wounded Regan's agreement in November 1984, to establish full diplomatic ties with Iraq.

Bush, Sr., also speeded up deliveries of biological agents and weapons to Iraq through Presidential Orders that often bypassed and were even unknown to Congress.

Often Congress was kept in the dark by Top Secret Presidential Orders, that bypassed Congress, and now, his son, in the Presidential seat, wants to continue in his father's bloody footsteps.

Bush Sr's new Secretary of State, James Baker, lobbied the Secretary of Agriculture to support these loans to Iraq although a State Department memorandum mentioned that these loans were being used to purchase more biological and chemical weapons.

Twenty months after Bush, Sr. became President, Saddam Hussein invaded Kuwait, after being assured by our State Department that we would take no action against him. Suddenly and amazingly the President switched sides and labeled Hussein as a "new Hitler." It immediately became obvious that Bush made his decision under intense pressure from Tel Aviv, who viewed Iraqi military presence in Kuwait as a danger to them, and once again America was "suckered" into a war to protect Jewish interests. Just as in World I and II, we gained nothing but grief and an unplayable debt to those who seduced us into fighting another war for their benefit. Hussein was never at any time a danger to America, or American interests in the Arabian Peninsula. And once again we got involved in an "entangling foreign alliance" contrary to warnings we had received from men like George Washington, Benjamin Franklin and more importantly the Holy Bible. Now it appears that Bush, Jr, is leading us into another of these immoral and costly wars which may very well end in our being taken over by the Zionist New World Order. This is their avowed plan! The old truism is still valid: "He who will not learn from the mistakes of history is bound to repeat them." Will we never learn?

It is doubly sad, when we see true Christians cooperating in their own destruction.
No Christian could imagine that the present U.S. Administration could surpass that of ex-president Clinton in treasonous acts. But the present Administration has not only failed to stop, overturn, or dismantle any of the significant evil acts of Bill Clinton's Administration, it continues to cover-up illegal government activities.

According to the accurate WORLD AFFAIRS BRIEF of Joel M. Skousen, Orem, tah, these are - "surveillance without a warrant; withholding of crucial intelligence regarding national defense; threats; corruption of evidence in ongoing investigations; money laundering; collusion of judges to imprison whistle blowers; massive drug control and importation schemes which could not be possible without government approval, and a host of other wickedness that there is not room to mention here.

While Bush and most of his advisors are considered to be conservatives, most of them belong to the internationalist group, the Council on Foreign Relations, which is Zionist controlled and One World Order oriented.

One of the main reasons the Bush Administration is more dangerous than the openly liberal Clinton Administration, is that it has fooled millions of Christians into believing they are God-fearing, patriots who love the Constitution, when in reality their actions show they are trying to tear it down, and prepare us for the slavery of the Zionist One World Order.

Bush, Cheney, Powell, Ashcroft and other high Administration officials have agreed to follow a control agenda, formulated by anti-Christ's who hate our government and people and desire, according to their own testimony, to "Destroy White Christian civilization."

This Administration is more dangerous, because it's lies are believable, and are accepted by millions of good Americans. It has reached the unbelievable and dangerous point, where to criticize the government or the church, for obvious wrongs, is considered close to TREASON.

This Administration is rapidly undermining many Constitutional American rights, in their oft-repeated name of fighting terrorism, while they are becoming terrorists who prey on our rights.

When Bush, Sr., began the first Gulf war on January 16, 1991, it resulted in the destruction of Iraqui ammunition and chemical dumps, which released poisons that contaminated hundreds of square miles, while Scud missiles loaded with poison gas, hit our military camps, and contaminated thousands of American service personnel.
International Zionism, egged on by the strong Jewish Lobby in Washington, D.C. is once again "beating the war drums" for American involvement in a second Iraqi war. Yet, mark my words, although we may very well become involved, Hussein, like bin Laden will miraculously avoid capture or destruction.

Must we repeat this nauseating process every ten years to appease our masters in Tel Aviv and New York City?

Criminals in our own government have used our military as "guinea pigs", turning them into vegetables, headed for an early grave. As a combat veteran of World War II and Korea, I can no longer remain silent about this hideous crime against our people.

On May 25, 1994 a secret Senate Report which represented hearings behind closed doors with no news personnel allowed, clearly indicated biological weapons supplied to Iraq by the Bush, Sr. Administration and paid for by your tax dollars were used against our military personnel in the Arabian Desert.

**THE SECRET SENATE INVESTIGATION.**

Anyone doubting this can request a phostatic copy of this 150 page report for $25.00. It is no longer available through government sources.

This report carries a table of contents that includes a list of the biological and chemical agents supplied to Iraq and more importantly pinpoints the agents used on our troops.

This factual information, coming direct from our Senate should make decent Americans furiously angry, to where we demand strong, and immediate action against the government criminals involved, no matter how high ranking they may be.

Professor Donald Scott, President of the Common Cause Medical Research Foundation, after years of research has traced many of the diseases now being suffered by our Desert Storm troops, to biological experiments conducted and plaid for by
your tax dollars. These related diseases are AIDS, multiple sclerosis, bipolar depression, chrome colitis, Huntington's, lupus, lyme disease, Parkinson's disease, rheumatoid arthritis, and the fearsome, and yet uncontrollable Alzheimer's disease.

This research raises grave suspicions that former President Ronald Regan may have been purposelessly infected with micro plasma to prevent him from testifying publicly regarding the deadly dangers which seek to overthrow this country.

How much insane abuse must Americans, especially Christian Americans suffer, before we will rise up in righteous indignation to deal severely with the criminals who seek to control and destroy us?"

It now appears that after the 9-11 terrorist attacks that killed over 10,000 Americans, (not the less than 3,000 reported by the media), and which was planned and executed by extremist Arabs under supervision and aid from our C.I.A. and the Israeli MOSSAD, that other terrorist acts are in the planning stage by those secret rulers who control this world.

If George Bush, Jr. is enticed into another war in Iraq, it could easily lead to thousands of American casualties, caused by further terrorist acts. Imagine if you can, the explosion of a nuclear device, or germ warfare bomb in a big city like New York. There are thousands of potential terrorists already in America who would die happy, if they could cause this disaster. Don't rely on your government for protection as long as we have TRAITORS operating in high government positions, who would gladly "sell us out", to the highest bidder. Or as one high ranking Israeli official recently boasted: "We have the best Congress money can buy".

Will our American people swallow a second phony war in Iraq? Why are we still asleep when the evidence of TREASON is all about us?

The New York Times, carried this headline: CALLS FOR NEW PUSH IN IRAQ GAIN POWER IN WASHINGTON (Strong lobbies find allies in the White House). It should take no imagination to know who these lobbyists are.

The Israelis regardless of their phony Bible interpretations, backed by most of the "brainwashed" church world, have no legal, moral, or spiritual claim to Palestine. It was stolen from Arabs, by Britain and the United States and given to the Jews. The present day Jews are genetically un-related to the Hebrew people, so the armament that they received this land by Divine decree does not old water, no matter what Jewish apologists like Jack Van Impe and Jerry Falwell say to the contrary. Jewish leaders
openly admit that the vast majority of the Jewish people today, (at least 85%) have none of Abraham's blood flowing in their veins, but are of a heathen Truc-Mongolian background. Every Prime Minister of the Israeli mini-state has come from this heathen background. Alfred Lilienthal, a prominent and respected Jewish author has said: "It would not surprise me to find that many Gentiles have more of Abraham's blood flowing in their veins, than their Jewish neighbors."

This truth and Christ’s own witness, kills the argument of many Judeo-Christian and Fundamentalist Christians, that these heathen, anti-Christ people are God's Chosen, who have a spiritual mandate to Palestine. They are usurpers.

It is very possible that another war against Iraq will unleash more terrorist attacks against America, that could result in millions of casualties. Yet the Zionist leadership who are pressing for this attack, could care less about how many Americans die, as long as their long range plans for One World Government are met.

The New York Times of 2/14/02 reported evidence which indicates that Al Qaeda leaders are organizing their remaining cells for another massive terrorist attack against America.

It is very possible that the method used may be radiation. This is a relatively simple device, which if used in a populous area would kill and sicken masses of people through radiation produced with nuclear materials, without destroying buildings. It would be spread with ordinary explosives like dynamite.

It is most likely these attacks would be against coastal areas as these are the most easily penetrated. Our southern border is also extremely vulnerable.
The Mexican border remains wide open for trucks and sealed containers which could easily carry Al Qaeda terrorists and their arms into the central areas of the country, very possibly under Chinese leadership. The terror and confusion caused by such attacks, would provide the political cover needed for a war against Iraq.

When, not if, this attack occurs, we can expect half a million of our service personnel to be stationed in Palestine, as "peace keeping" forces, when actually they will be for the protection of the Israeli and further harassment of their Arab neighbors.

It is sad to see the day, when decent Americans, especially those who call themselves Christian, will allow our own government to institute operations that are dangerous to our freedom.

While the Israeli military mutiny against the excesses of the Israeli government is praiseworthy, our nation has become so dominated by Jewish leadership that a phony war in Iraq, now in it's planning stages, will set the stage for the Zionist planned world conflict which will start in the Middle East and could destroy us. This is evidently the "long range" Zionist plan for world control.

Now is the time when Americans should DEMAND that Congress introduces a binding resolution on the President, which will forbid him to:

1. start an un-declared war in Iraq;
2. immediately return American military forces stationed in over 140 places overseas, and,
3. demand that our military be used to defend our own borders, and prepare an adequate defense against foreign attack, as we have none now. Oh for a return to the days of the Monroe Doctrine.

The duty of our government is not to become involved in "entangling foreign alliances" overseas as a world policeman, but to "protect and defend this nation "against all enemies, both foreign and domestic."

Our government has allowed the Panama Canal to come under the control of Communist China, and has given concessions to them on American soil. This MUST be stopped at all costs if we are to remain FREE.

We know for instance, that radical Mexican extremists under the sponsorship of the tax-free Ford Foundation, have been agitating Southwestern Mexicans for twenty years to invade Southwestern U.S. and declare it a Republica del Norte. Already, many states in the Southwest have become predominately Hispanic, due to lax immigration laws, and illegal immigration, backed by "left wing liberal politicians", for their own ulterior purposes.
Now the time is getting ripe for an attack from the south. If our military is involved in Iraq and other overseas areas such as the Philippines and Russian Georgia, we would be in no position to defend this country from a southern invasion, with millions of potential enemy already within our borders with their heavy equipment. The Panama Canal under Red Chinese control would be useless to us. Surely knowledgeable men such as our Secy. of State Colin Powell, can understand this danger.

With America virtually defenseless, what a temptation this would be for Red China and Russia, to get into the fight against us. In spite of what you read in the controlled media, they still consider us as their most dangerous enemy. It presents us with an almost perfect setting for the Gog-Magog invasion of (Ezekiel 38,39), whose main effort will be directed against the Israel nations of Canada and the United States, not the Israeli mini-state in Palestine, as Judeophile TV prophets like Jack Van Impe, and Jerry Falwell predict. Our first and greatest President George Washington received a warning of this attack in his famous Valley Forge Vision, and a sermon was preached before Congress in the middle 1800 by a preacher named Pike, I believe his name was, who predicted a future war with Russia.

The signs are clear and only the stupid or "brainwashed" will fail to take note. If you are a Christian, God will hold you accountable for the TRUTH you have heard, whether you want to accept it or not.
Scoffers be warned! Would you have laughed a year ago if someone had predicted the 9-11 terrorist attacks? Would you have called the predictor insane? Yet more and more evidence is accumulating, that our government knew about these coming attacks and did little to stop them. What makes you believe that present tensions will slack off, when we are more vulnerable than ever before? (The success of these attacks makes more almost inevitable.)

I am not a prophet, nor do I claim the gift of prophesy. But more terrorist attacks are almost inevitable, as our enemies know we have few defenses against them.

But we still have an option. We can take God's way as promised in (2 Chronicles 7:14), and be saved. Or we can continue doing things our own way and face disaster. (Man's way has always proven fatal). We began a war against drugs, and the drug problem got worse. We began a war against poverty, and there are more hungry and destitute people in America than ever before. We began a war against pornography, and illicit sex and sexual depravity is at it's worst.

So let me call something special to your attention about this (2 Chronicles 7:14) promise. It does not say: "If the heathen, the aliens, or the unsaved church members listen to God and REPENT, He will HEAL our Land. It is very specific. It says: "If My (God's people and it was not speaking about anti-Christ's of Judaism), who are called by My name (Christian), will LISTEN to Me, REPENT, and OBEY, then I will HEAR from heaven and FORGIVE your sins, and will HEAL your land". This indicates that people in America and Canada, who have a true Christian experience, hold the key to our SURVIVAL. MUST we be driven to our knees and have our nose rubbed in the dirt before we will, LISTEN to God, OBEY, and be SAVED both spiritually and physically? We have tried man's way and it has proven a miserable failure. Are we intelligent enough to try God's plan that will keep us SAFE and FREE?

Yours for Christ and a Christ honoring Republic,

Jack Mohr

--- ------- ------ --------- - -----------------------------

(This message is being sent to you in rough draft form, without professional typing, to save on printing costs. I do not have the funds to print in quantity, so feel free too copy and distribute it, JM).